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On May 10, Brazil's Foreign Minister, Fernando Henrique Cardoso, met in Washington with toplevel US trade officials to discuss disagreements over Brazil's alleged lack of protection for US
patents. Despite Cardoso's conciliatory gestures, however, US officials are still threatening to apply
retaliatory sanctions against Brazil if new patent laws are not approved, encouraging Cardoso to
consider an appeal to the General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade (GATT) to intervene in the
dispute. On April 30, the Office of the US Trade Representative (USTR) announced that Brazil
along with India and Thailand- -are considered "serious trade regulation offenders" for refusing
to respect US patent rights (see Chronicle 05/06/93). The USTR warned that retaliatory sanctions
such as "compensatory tariffs" could be imposed on Brazilian imports within six months if that
country does not take measures to protect US copyrights. Brazil's patent laws which are based on a
system of "first to file" rather than "first to invent" have allowed local companies to legally "steal"
brand names of established US companies and then make hefty profits reselling the copyrights
to foreign firms who want to use their labels on the domestic market (see Chronicle 04/22/93).
In fact, in 1989 the US had already imposed partial compensatory tariffs on paper and cellulose
imports in retaliation for Brazil's refusal to protect US pharmaceutical industries from pirating
by local firms. Since President Bill Clinton took office, his administration has initiated a global
offensive to force countries around the world to respect US copyrights, leading to the USTR's
April 30 black list of patent violators. US multinationals estimate that they lose between US$450
billion and US$610 billion per year from pirating of goods and services throughout the world.
The Clinton administration's pressures encouraged President Itamar Franco's administration
to seek congressional approval for a new industrial property code. But the bill only partially
addresses US concerns, ignoring for example US demands that any new patent regulations be
made retroactive. Moreover, on May 6 the Chamber of Deputies approved a series of amendments
to the original bill submitted by the executive, many of which angered US trade officials even
further. Among other things, the Chamber's version explicitly rejects "indiscriminate" application
of foreign patents, and authorizes the suspension of copyright protection for those firms whose
native countries are engaged in legal trade disputes with Brazil. In addition, the Chamber version
stipulates that to obtain local patents, a firm must entirely produce its product in the country. To
offset US criticism, Foreign Minister Cardoso met in Washington on May 10 with top US officials,
including Trade Representative Mickey Kantor, Treasury Secretary Lloyd Bentsen, and Secretary
of State Warren Christopher. In his meetings, Cardoso emphasized that the property code must
still be approved by the Brazilian Senate, and then be signed into law by President Franco, leaving
ample room for adoption of further reforms to the bill in order to address some of the concerns
raised by the US. Nevertheless, Cardoso argued that in general, the bill already incorporates about
85% of US demands. In fact, he took an aggressive stance, accusing the US of focusing on "minor
concerns" and ignoring the progress that Brazil has so far achieved in protecting US copyrights.
"The legislation now under debate in Congress meets the general norms established by GATT,"
said Cardoso. "I don't understand then why the US is placing such emphasis on minor questions.
Besides, the US must understand that Brazil is a democracy with an independent Congress whose
laws and processes must be respected." Not surprisingly, Cardoso's appeal drew heavy criticism
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from US officials. "Contrary to what Cardoso believes, our concerns are not minor, but major," one
high-ranking USTR spokesperson told Agence France-Presse. "We've been petitioning Brazil over
this issue for three years now." In fact, during his meeting with Cardoso, Mickey Kantor added
new criticisms. He stressed, for example, that any new Brazilian laws must also include clauses that
protect "pipeline" patents new US products that have already received copyright recognition but are
not yet being produced. As a result, rather than ease the conflict, US-Brazil trade tensions seem to
have worsened. Following his trip, Cardoso publicly warned that if the US applies retaliatory trade
sanctions, Brazil will appeal for GATT intervention to mediate between both countries. "It would not
be the first time that Brazil has had to turn to GATT to resolve problems with the US," said Cardoso.
"The US is not giving us any space to negotiate. We can't just abide by Washington's demands. That
would be capitulation, not negotiation." (Sources: Deutsche Presse Agentur, 04/30/93; Notimex,
05/06/93, 05/09/93; Spanish news service EFE, Agence France-Presse, 05/10/93)
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